SPREADSHEET SERVER

OBJECTIVE
Excel-based add-on for seamless, real-time interaction of accurate financial reporting.

OVERVIEW
DELMIAWORKS® is pleased to partner with Global Software, Inc. to bring its manufacturers the state-of-the-art financial reporting and analysis program, Spreadsheet Server. Unlike other third-party reporting systems, which rely on old data and require batch transfers or manual rekeying, Spreadsheet Server is a completely integrated Excel add-on feature. Spreadsheet Server interfaces directly with DELMIAWORKS, providing real-time access and eliminating the need for separate data population routines.

With Spreadsheet Server you can build financial reports with drill down capability in Excel from up-to-the-minute DELMIAWORKS General Ledger data. Because Spreadsheet Server is a Microsoft Excel® based product, manufacturers who are familiar with Excel will have an easier time building, configuring and modifying calculations and formulas, much like a standard Excel workbook. Get the financial reporting tools you need to make proactive, accurate decisions with Spreadsheet Server.

KEY BENEFITS
- Easier to implement and understand because it is an Excel-based product
- Build, configure and modify calculations and formulas with your real-time DELMIAWORKS General Ledger data
- Eliminate the need for separate data population routines with real-time access to DELMIAWORKS
- Allows for customer-specific settings and reports

Enhance your products with descriptions, features (such as color and size), categories for easy searching, multiple images and external documents attached to the inventory item.

As of January 2019, IQMS is becoming DELMIAWORKS, joining the global manufacturing powerhouse Dassault Systèmes and its portfolio of innovative brands.
**SPREADSHEET SERVER: KEY FEATURES**

**Limited Use License**
A limited use license offers the following capability:

**Drill Down**
Allows users to receive reports created by Spreadsheet Server and drill down from any cell and look at transaction level detail data from their ERP solution. Users can also change parameters on any query and have the ability to drill down within the query.

**Gold License**
A gold user license includes the capabilities from the limited use license above, plus:

**Build a Template**
Allows users to use pre-configured queries to develop their own custom reports.

**Distribution Manager**
This tool automated the scheduling of report distribution from directly within Excel, eliminating the time-consuming tasks of printing, copying or creating email attachments just to get information to your end users.

**QueryExchange™**
An online repository of queries form which the user may download selected queries to the QueryDesigner and then utilize them in Excel. The SmartPak™ feature, utilized in the QueryExchange™, is a method to group pre-configured queries together.

**Platinum License**
A platinum user license includes the capabilities from the limited use and gold licenses above, plus:

**QueryDesigner**
A user-friendly tool that enables users to design and maintain queries over any relational database. These queries can be combined with pre-configured formulas in a single Excel spreadsheet.

Spreadsheet Server pricing based on selected license level type and quality of licenses purchased. For more information, please email sales@iqms.com.

**LEARN MORE**
To learn more about Spreadsheet Server or if you would like more information on the products and services from DELMIAWORKS (formerly IQMS), please visit [www.iqms.com](http://www.iqms.com).